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Abstract: Ethylene is a plant hormone involved in all stages of growth and development, including regulation
of germination, responses to environmental stress, and fruit ripening. The final step in ethylene biosynthesis,
oxidation of 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC) to yield ethylene, is catalyzed by ACC oxidase
(ACCO). In a previous EPR and ENDOR study of the EPR-active Fe(II)-nitrosyl, [FeNO],7 complex of
ACCO, we demonstrated that both the amino and the carboxyl moieties of the inhibitor D,L-alanine, and
the substrate ACC by analogy, coordinate to the Fe(II) ion in the Fe(II)-NO-ACC ternary complex. In this
report, we use 35 GHz pulsed and CW ENDOR spectroscopy to examine the coordination of Fe by ACCO
in more detail. ENDOR data for selectively 15N-labeled derivatives of substrate-free ACCO-NO (E-NO)
and substrate/inhibitor-bound ACCO-NO (E-NO-S) have identified two histidines as protein-derived ligands
to Fe; 1,2H and 17O ENDOR of samples in D2O and H2

17O solvent have confirmed the presence of water
in the substrate-free Fe(II) coordination sphere (E-NO). Analysis of orientation-selective 14,15N and 17O
ENDOR data is interpreted in terms of a structural model of the ACCO active site, both in the presence
(E-NO-S) and in the absence (E-NO) of substrate. Evidence is also given that substrate binding dictates
the orientation of bound O2.

Ethylene is a plant hormone involved in all stages of growth
and development, including regulation of germination, responses
to environmental stress, and fruit ripening.1 The commercial
implications of these processes have made control of ethylene
biosynthesis an attractive target for biochemical manipulation.
The final step in ethylene biosynthesis, the O2-coupled oxidation
of 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC) to ethylene,
CO2, and HCN, is catalyzed by ACC oxidase (ACCO).2-4

ACCO possesses significant sequence homology to a number
of structurally characterized non-heme Fe(II)-dependent oxygen-
activating enzymes.5 Indeed, a conserved His-X-Asp-X(53-57)-
His sequence is found among ACCOs that is equivalent to those
in isopenicillin N synthase (IPNS),6,7 deacetoxycephalosporin
C synthase (DAOCS),8 and the large family of 2-oxoacid-
dependent dioxygenases.9,10The conserved His and Asp (or Glu)

residues in this canonical sequence have been shown to bind
Fe(II) in a ligand arrangement referred to as a “2-His-1-
carboxylate facial triad”.5,11

The cofactors necessary for ACCO catalysis (Fe(II), O2,
ascorbate, and CO2)12-16 are similar to those employed by the
R-keto-acid-dependent dioxygenases (Fe(II), O2, R-keto-
glutarate), which first catalyze oxidative decarboxylation of
R-ketoglutarate and then couple this process to the oxidation
of substrate in the second part of the reaction.9 Ascorbate in
the ACCO reaction fulfills one of the roles ofR-ketoglutarate
in the dioxygenase reaction by supplying two of the electrons
required for catalysis. However, ACCO appears to follow a
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catalytic cycle different from that of the dioxygenases, with ACC
oxidation and O-O bond cleavage preceding reduction by
ascorbate, which is proposed to come at the end of the reaction
cycle.15,17The result is the production of ethylene and CO2 and
the release of both atoms of oxygen from O2 as water rather
than incorporation into the products, as in the case of the
dioxygenases. Also, ACCO has a strict requirement for CO2 as
an activator, while it appears to be simply a product in the case
of the dioxygenases.15,16,18,19 Taken together, these results
suggest that the Fe(II) center of ACCO may interact with
substrates and effectors somewhat differently from the other
structurally characterized members of the 2-His-1-carboxylate
facial triad family.

In many cases, it has been shown that the 2-His-1-carboxylate
facial triad environment is utilized to allow as many as three
exogenous ligands to bind to Fe(II) in adjacent positions.20-22

Nitric oxide has proven to be an effective probe of non-heme
Fe(II) enzymes, converting the EPR silent Fe(II) center (S )
2) into the EPR active,S ) 3/2, [FeNO]7 center.23 The
supposition that the non-heme iron site in ACCO is structurally
similar to others containing the 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad
suggests that as many as two coordination positions in the NO
complex might be occupied by additional exogenous ligands.
In our initial EPR and ENDOR study of the Fe(II)-nitrosyl
complex of ACCO,17 we demonstrated that both the aminoand
the carboxyl moieties of the inhibitorD,L-alanine, and the
substrate ACC by extension, coordinate to the Fe(II) ion in the
Fe(II)-NO-Ala ternary complex. These results led to the new
proposal for the mechanism of ethylene biosynthesis described
above, in which the reaction begins with ACC and O2 rather
than ascorbate bound to the Fe(II).17 This model received
considerable support from our recent single turnover transient
kinetic and product yield studies which showed that ethylene
can be formed in the absence of ascorbate.15 Recent CD/MCD
studies of the enzyme in the absence of NO also support this
model, showing that binding of ACC converts the iron center
from six- to five-coordinate, leaving an open site for O2

binding.24 Ascorbate and CO2 were shown to strongly influence
the observed coordination number. Steady state kinetic studies
also indicated an ordered ACC and O2 binding reaction, but
left in doubt whether ascorbate binds before or after this process
in the reaction cycle.16

In this report, we use 35 GHz pulsed and CW ENDOR
spectroscopy to characterize the ACCO coordination sphere in
detail, through the study of substrate-free ACCO-NO (E-NO)
and substrate/inhibitor-bound ACCO-NO (E-NO-S/I) pre-
pared with various combinations of14,15NO, 14,15N-D,L-alanine,
17O-D,L-alanine, and1,2H2O,16,17 using both14N (natural abun-

dance) enzyme and enzyme grown on15N histidine. These
measurements have corroborated the bidentate binding of
substrates/inhibitors, identified two histidines as protein-derived
ligands to Fe, and confirmed both the presence of at least one
water ligand inE-NO and the lack of coordinated solvent in
E-NO-S. Analysis of orientation-selective14,15N and 17O
ENDOR data provides a more detailed structural model of the
ACCO iron active site than previously available from other
techniques and suggests that the metal ligand site for O2 is
determined by the binding of substrate ACC.

Materials and Methods

All chemicals used were analytical grade or better (Sigma, Fisher,
and Pharmacia) and were used without further purification. D2O (99.9%)
and L-histidine-(ring-15N2)‚HCl‚H2O (98%) were purchased from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.; H2

17O (39 and 52.8%) was
purchased from Isotec, Inc.;15NO (99%) was purchased from ICON;
15N-D,L-alanine (99%) was purchased from Sigma;17O-D,L-alanine was
prepared as described previously.17 Argon gas, used for anaerobic
procedures, was passed over copper catalyst (BASF) at 170°C to
remove trace O2. The BL21(DE3) histidine auxotroph was a generous
gift from Dr. David A. Okar and Professor Alex J. Lange at the
University of Minnesota. All protein concentrations were determined
using the Sigma bicinchoninic acid protein assay25 or estimated using
the calculated molar extinction coefficient at 280 nm (27 550 M-1

cm-1).
Growth, Overexpression, and Purification of ACCO.ACCO was

expressed inEscherichia coli BL21(DE3)pLysS and purified as
described previously.17 The BL21(DE3) histidine auxotroph26 was
grown on the following minimal media, supplemented with either
natural abundanceL-histidine or15N2(ring)-L-histidine (25 mg/mL): 115
mM K2HPO4, 7.5 mM (NH4)2SO4, 3.4 mM sodium citrate, pH 7.4,
supplemented with 29.6µM thiamine, 1% glucose, 0.2 mg/mL of
ampicillin, 50µM chloramphenicol, and Hutner’s mineral base.27 The
enzyme used for these studies had a specific activity in the range of
2.9-3.5 mol ethylene per mol ACCO per minute.17

ENDOR Spectroscopy. Samples were prepared at 4°C from
deoxygenated stock solutions (repeated evacuation and replacement with
Ar) using gastight syringes. All samples were prepared in 200 mM
MOPS at pH 7.2, 10% glycerol, 50 mM NaHCO3. Fe(II)ACCO was
prepared by reconstitution of apo-ACCO with 0.8 molar equiv of ferrous
ammonium sulfate. Samples in H2

17O were prepared by lyophilizing
the enzyme at low temperature and reconstituting with H2

17O buffer.
Control samples prepared in this fashion retained 98% of their original
activity and yielded EPR and ENDOR spectra identical to those of the
untreated enzyme. Samples containing either labeled or natural
abundance ACC or alanine were prepared as described previously.17

Samples in D2O were prepared by dialyzing against 200 mM MOPS
at pD 6.8, 10% glycerol, 50 mM NaHCO3.

Q-band (35 GHz) ENDOR spectra were recorded with instruments
of local design in either CW28 or pulsed29 mode. The CW spectra, unless
otherwise noted, utilized the following conditions: 4 G field modulation
(100 kHz);T ) 2 K; νMW ) 35.0 GHz; MW power) 400 µW; time
constant) 32 ms; RF power) 25 W (100 kHz bandwidth broadened);
1 MHz s-1 scan rate; receiver gain) 1000; 50 scans. Pulsed ENDOR
spectra, unless otherwise noted, used the following conditions:T ) 2
K; νMW ) 34.70 GHz; RF pulse length) 60 µs; (Davies) MW pulse
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lengths) 80, 40, and 80 ns; repetition rate) 50 Hz; 200 transients
per point; (Re-Mims)τ ) 140 ns; MW pulse lengths) 28, 28, 28,
and 60 ns; repetition rate) 200 Hz; 500 transients per point.

For a single molecular orientation, the first-order ENDOR response
from a nucleus withI ) 1/2 (e.g.,1H, 15N) is a doublet with frequencies
ν( ) |A/2 ( νN|, where A is the orientation-dependent hyperfine
coupling, andνN is the nuclear Larmor frequency; forA/2 > νN, this
corresponds to a doublet centered atA/2 and split by 2νN, whereas for
A/2 < νN, it gives a doublet centered atνN and split byA. For nuclei
with I > 1/2, (e.g.,14N, I ) 1; 2H, I ) 1; 17O, I ) 5/2), each peak of the
doublet is further split into 2I lines, each separated by 3P, with P being
the orientation-dependent quadrupole coupling. Analysis of the nitrogen
ENDOR data for ACCO was accomplished with the help of a series of
selectively15N-labeled samples. In general, a15N substitution introduces
a two-line pattern centered atA(15N)/2, separated by 2ν(15N). This is
accompanied by the loss of a corresponding four-line14N pattern,
centered atA(14N)/2, separated by 2ν(14N) and further split by 3P (see,
for example, Figure 1). The14,15N patterns are further related byA(15N)/
A(14N) ) ν(15N)/ν(14N) ) gN(15N)/gN(14N) ) 1.41.

At the low- and high-field edges (“single-crystal-like” positions) of
an EPR signal, an ENDOR experiment interrogates only a single
molecular orientation or subpopulation; at intermediate fields, a well-
defined subset of orientations is examined. Analysis of a 2D set of
“orientation-selective” spectra collected at numerous fields across the
EPR envelope often provides a complete determination of hyperfine
and quadrupole interaction tensors.30 As a first step in the analysis of
the 2D (field frequency)14,15N ENDOR patterns for the various ACCO
isotopologs,14N and15N ENDOR spectra, taken at the extrema (g1 and
g3) of the S ) 3/2 [FeNO]7 EPR signal, were compared and assigned
(Figures 1-4). Simulations were then performed, with the initial goal
of matching the ENDOR frequencies atg1 andg3, before finally being
compared to the entire 2D field-frequency pattern (Figures 5, 6, and
S5).

The observed EPR (and ENDOR) signals come from themS ) (1/2
Kramers doublet of theS ) 3/2 spin manifold of the [FeNO]7 adduct
but are discussed in terms of an effective spin, withS′ ) 1/2. As
measured, a hyperfine tensor is referenced to the fictitious spin and is
denotedA′; its components are modified from those of the intrinsic
tensor, denotedA, in a well-defined way.31 For example, wheng and
A are coaxial,A′ ) [A1′, A2′, A3′] ) [(g1/ge)A1, (g2/ge)A2, (g3/ge)A3];
the scaling bygobs/ge is more complicated for noncoaxial tensors, and
this is included in simulations.32 The quadrupole couplings are not scaled
in this way.

The15N simulations faithfully reproduce the15N ENDOR frequencies
over the entire range of fields (see, for example, Figure 5), giving
reliable15N hyperfine tensors and orientations with respect tog (Table
2). In most cases, the corresponding14N patterns were not sufficiently
resolved to warrant the same level of analysis. For clarity, specific
isotopic substitutions are referred to (in parentheses) by the following
conventions: E-NO ) natural isotopic abundance, substrate-free
ACCO-NO; E(15N-His)-NO ) substrate-free ACCO-NO, prepared
from 15N histidine-labeled enzyme;E-(15NO) ) substrate-free, natural
abundance ACCO prepared with15NO; E-NO-S) natural abundance,
ACC-bound ACCO-NO; E(15N-His)-NO-S ) 15N histidine-labeled,
ACC-bound ACCO-NO; E-(15NO)-S ) natural abundance, ACC-
bound ACCO prepared with15NO; E-NO-I(15N-Ala) ) 15N-D,L-alanine
complex of natural abundance ACCO-NO; E-NO-I (17O-Ala) ) 17O-
D,L-alanine complex of natural abundance ACCO-NO. E-NO-I )
natural abundance,D,L-alanine-bound ACCO-NO.

Results

As previously reported, the addition of NO to Fe(II)-ACCO
leads to the formation of anS ) 3/2 [FeNO]7 adduct (E-NO)
with a nearly axial EPR spectrum (g1,2,3 ) [4.11, 3.94, 1.99];
E/D ) 0.008; Figure S1).17 Inclusion of substrate ACC or an
amino acid inhibitor, such as alanine, leads to the formation of
anE-NO-S/I complex whose EPR spectrum is more rhombic
(g1,2,3 ) [4.23, 3.82, 1.99];E/D ) 0.035) than that ofE-NO.
The resulting complex also requires 10-fold less microwave
power to effect half-saturation (P1/2). Complexes with substrate
analogues that contain either a carboxyl or an amino function,
but not both, yield EPR spectra that are similar in appearance
to that of E-NO, although their power saturation behavior is
closer to that of the ACC complex.14,15N and17O ENDOR at
35 GHz were used previously to demonstrate that both the amino
and carboxy functions of ACC coordinate the active site Fe(II)
simultaneously in the ternary ACCO-NO-ACC complex.17 In
the current study, we have isotopically labeled all of the nuclei
directly coordinated to the metal ion, save the putative protein-
derived carboxylate.
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Table 1. Single-Crystal-like Hyperfine and Quadrupole Couplings
(MHz) at g1 and g3 for Ligand Atoms of E-NO and E-NO-Sa

A1
b P1

c A3
d P3

c

E-NO
HisA

14N (15N) (17) nd 8 (12) 0.8
HisB

14N (15N) (13) nd 8 (12) 0.8
NO 14N (15N) 9 (12) 0.5 13 (20) ∼1
OH2

17O g20 nd ∼12 ∼0.4
2H 1 ∼0.3

E-NO-S
HisA

14N (15N) 8 (11) 0.7 8 (12) 0.4
HisB

14N (15N) 7 (10) 0.4 10 (14) 0.6
NO 14N (15N) 10 (14) 0.7 12 (16) 0.3
ACC 14N 6 0.9 7 0.4
Ala (15N) (10) (10)

17O 14e e0.4 12 0.2
13CO2

- f 0.2e

a The assignment of HisA and HisB for E-NO is not defined; the
assignments forE-NO-Scome from simulation of the full field-dependent
datasets, as described in Figure 6 and Table 2.b Intrinsic hyperfine coupling
at g1: A1 ) A1′(ge/g1). c Quadrupole coupling in MHz ((0.1; “∼” (0.2
MHz; nd ) not determined).d Measured hyperfine coupling atg3: A3 )
A3′. e The signal was not detected atg1. Value given isA2 ) A2′(ge/g2).
f Data not shown.

Table 2. Hyperfine and Quadrupole Tensors (MHz) for Nitrogen
Ligands of FeII-ACCO-NO ( ACCa

Aiso T
eT3

a,b

θ, |φ| P(14N)c

E-NO
HisA

15N(14N) 15 (11) 1.4 (1.0) 90, 20
HisB

15N(14N) 14 (10) 1.4 (1.0) 90, 70
NO 15N(14N) 16.5 (11) 3.3 (2.3) 25, 0 -0.2,-0.6, 0.8d

E-NO-S
HisA

15N 11 1.6 0, 0
HisB

15N 13 1.6 90, 90
NO 15N(14N) 15 (11) 2.0 (1.4) 25, 0 -0.4,-0.7, 1.1d

Ala 15N 11.5 1.6 90, 90
ACC 14N 8 1.0 90, 90 -0.4, 1.1,-0.7

a The hyperfine tensors were modeled as a sum of isotropic (Aiso (MHz))
and axial anisotropic (T ) [-T, -T, +2T] (MHz)) contributions. The
orientation of the unique direction of the anisotropic coupling is denoted
eT3. b Euler angles describing the orientation ofeT3 (see footnote a):θ )
angle betweeng3 andeT3 ((10°); |φ| ) angle of rotation aboutg3 ((30°).
c Quadrupole tensor,P ) [P1, P2, P3] (MHz). d Angles between the principal
quadrupole and hyperfine axes (R, â) ) (25°, 0°).
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The 35 GHz CW ENDOR spectra from this suite of samples
exhibit theν+, but not theν-, branches for coordinated17O
and14,15N. Although this is a common phenomenon, its origin
is not understood. In contrast, the Davies-pulsed ENDOR spectra
contain both branches for14,15N. As will be seen, overlap
betweenν- from one nitrogen withν+ from another can interfere
with the analysis of individual spectra. In general, pulsed
ENDOR spectra were considerably sharper than CW spectra at
g1 and at fields aroundg2 (see, for example, Figure 4, traces D
and E), but the signals were difficult to observe at intermediate
fields. At fields nearg3 ) 1.99, pulsed ENDOR could not be
obtained because of the presence of an extraneous EPR signal,
presumably from nonspecifically bound NO. However, reliable
data could be obtained atg3 in CW mode (Figures 1 and 3) by
moving to fields sufficiently high that any contributions from
the minority species were eliminated. The greater sensitivity of
the CW technique also afforded spectra at fields intermediate
to g2 andg3, allowing the field-dependence of the14,15N patterns
to be determined. In short, the detailed analysis presented here
was made possible through combined application of CW and
pulsed techniques.

We begin with a presentation of “single-crystal-like” ENDOR
spectra taken atg1 andg3 for E-NO (one fewer nitrogen ligand,
below), followed by the equivalent ENDOR spectra forE-NO-
S/I; we then discuss the analysis of 2D field-frequency data.

Single-Crystal-Like ENDOR of E-NO: Water Coordina-
tion. The presence of Fe-bound water inE-NO is established
by the ENDOR results for a sample prepared without substrate
in H2

17O. At the high-field edge of theE-NO EPR signal (g3

) 1.99; Figure 1A), the natural abundance 35 GHz CW ENDOR
spectrum (H216O, gray line) consists of sharp resonances at∼7
and 9 MHz and a broad component at∼10 MHz; all are

attributed to coordinated14N (discussed below). These same
features are present in spectra for a sample prepared in H2

17O
buffer, with the addition of a broad resonance from17O, located
at ν+(17O) ∼ 13 MHz (black line, Figure 1A). The relationship,
ν+(17O) ) A(17O)/2 + ν(17O), givesA3(17O) ∼ 12 MHz. This
signal was difficult to observe at fields belowg ∼ 2.8, due in
part to increasing overlap with resonances from strongly coupled
1H (see Figure 2, inset), but also because of a monotonic increase
in the apparent width of the signal at increasingly lower fields
(Figure S2). The observation of an17O signal with a value of
A(17O) this large requires the presence of at least one water
molecule in the coordination sphere of substrate-free ACCO-
NO. The width of the17O resonance may include sizable
contributions from structural heterogeneity, such as the presence
of multiple discrete orientations for a single coordinated water,
or, alternatively, from two simultaneously coordinated water
molecules.

The presence of exchangeable protons associated with the
bound water was confirmed with 35 GHz refocused-Mims (Re-
Mims)33 pulsed2H ENDOR of a sample ofE-NO in D2O buffer
(g1 ) 4.11, Figure 1, inset). The Re-Mims protocol allows the
use of shortτ, independent of spectrometer deadtime (τ is the
delay between the first and second microwave pulses of Mims
pulsed ENDOR34), which diminishes the ENDOR response of
weakly coupled and matrix2H and favors signals from more
strongly coupled2H. The spectrum shows a2H doublet split by
A1′(2H) ∼ 2 MHz, corresponding to a1H coupling ofA′H ∼ 13
MHz (gH/gD ) 6.5), or an intrinsic value,AH ∼ 6.5 MHz (gobs/
ge ∼ 2). This coupling is compatible with that expected for the
protons of the bound solvent whose presence is indicated by
the 17O species identified in Figure 1A. The2H ENDOR
response attenuates rapidly forg < 3.8, precluding field-
dependent analysis. This example illustrates the importance of
using multiple ENDOR techniques. The signal from the
exchangeable water protons was not detected in the CW1H
ENDOR spectra ofE-NO. At nearly all fields, the1H ENDOR
is dominated by several moderately strongly coupled, non-
exchangeable proton signals (A′ ∼ 8-18 MHz, intrinsicA ∼
4-9 MHz), which likely arise from Fe-bound histidyl imidazoles
(discussed below).

E-NO Nitrogen Ligands: E(14,15N-His)-NO. Comparison
of the spectra for natural abundanceE-NO and E(15N-His)-
NO (Figure 1B; gray and black lines, respectively,g3 ) 1.99)
shows that the two sharp14N features in the former spectrum
(at ∼7 and 8 MHz) are lost upon15N histidine incorporation,
while a single new peak appears at∼12 MHz. The broad
component near 10 MHz in the natural abundance spectrum is
unaffected and, as shown presently, can be attributed to14N
from coordinated NO. The correspondence between the frequen-
cies in the two spectra establishes that the two sharp lines in
the14N spectrum are theν+ quadrupole doublet of a singletype
of histidyl imidazole.

The g1 ) 4.11 CW spectrum of natural abundanceE-NO
contains overlapping signals from strongly coupled14N and1H
in the range of 1-40 MHz (Figure 2, inset). CW ENDOR
spectra fromE(15N-His)-NO (black line in Figure 2A) show
two 15N peaks at∼16 and∼20 MHz that are absent without
the label (gray line in Figure 2A). As they are separated by

(33) Doan, P. E.; Hoffman, B. M.Chem. Phys. Lett.1997, 269, 208-214.
(34) Mims, W. B.Proc. Royal Soc. London1965, A283, 452-457.

Figure 1. The 35 GHz CW ENDOR of ACCO-NO (E-NO) atg3 ) 1.99.
(A) E-NO in 42% H2

17O buffer. Inset: 35 GHz Re-Mims2H ENDOR of
a sample in D2O buffer at g1 ) 4.11. (B) 15N-His. (C) 15NO. The
corresponding natural abundance spectrum is overlayed as a gray line in
each trace for comparison. The brackets are included to guide the eye, where
the inverted triangle represents A′(14,15N)/2.
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less than 2ν(15N), they must be theν+ features for two
magnetically distinct15N-His coordinated to Fe.35 Thus, the
single type of15N seen in theg3 ) 1.99 spectrum resolves into
two distinct15N-His, denoted A and B, atg1 ) 4.11.

TheE(15N-His)-NO CW spectrum also shows a pair of lines
at ∼11 and 13 MHz that are not resolved in the natural
abundanceE-NO spectrum. Their appearance in the15N-His
spectrum suggests that they too are15N features. However, their
frequencies do not correspond with those expected forν-(15N).
Comparison with the 35 GHz Davies-pulsed ENDOR spectrum
(Figure 2A) shows that the pair should be assigned to theν+

quadrupole pair of14NO. The Davies spectrum contains strong
ν+ resonances for the two15N-His at∼16 and∼20 MHz, weak
features that correspond to the twoν-(15N) resonances, and all
four resonances from14NO, as indicated by the brackets in
Figure 2. These assignments are supported by the Davies-pulsed
ENDOR of E-(14,15NO) (discussed below), as summarized in
Table 1.

E-NO Nitrogen Ligands: E-(14,15NO). The broad shoulder
from ∼9.5-12 MHz in theg3 ) 1.99 CW spectrum of natural
abundanceE-NO (Figure 1C) is eliminated in the ENDOR
spectrum ofE-(15NO) (black line, Figure 1C), and its disap-
pearance is accompanied by the appearance of a new15N
resonance at∼15 MHz. The ENDOR frequencies, as indicated
by the brackets, match such that the14N shoulder at∼10 MHz
in natural abundance enzyme (Figure 1A,B) and the15N
resonance at 15 MHz in Figure 1C indeed come from theν+

branches of14,15NO. The14NO quadrupole coupling atg3 could
only be estimated from the breadth of the14NO feature; it is
included in Table 1, along with the hyperfine constants.

Comparison of theg1 ) 4.11 Davies ENDOR spectra of
E-(15NO) and E-NO (Figure 2B, black line and gray line,

respectively) shows that the14NO f 15NO substitution intro-
duces a new feature at∼15 MHz and causes the loss of the
intensity from the correspondingν-(14NO) doublet at∼7-9
MHz. Comparison of Figure 2B to the Davies ENDOR of
E(15N-His)-NO in Figure 2A indicates that the pair of lines at
∼11 and 13 MHz in Figure 2A are indeed theν+ quadrupole
doublet of14NO. This doublet is surprisingly sharp, possibly
reflecting the lack of underlyingν+ and ν- resonances from
14N-His. Resonances fromν+(14N-His) dominate the CW
spectrum, effectively masking any intensity differences associ-
ated with the loss ofν+(14NO).

Single-Crystal-Like ENDOR of E-NO-S/I: E-NO-S/I
Coordinated Oxygen.Spectra fromE-NO-Ssamples prepared
in H2

17O solvent did not show signals from17O, indicating an
absence of coordinated water. Likewise, no solvent exchangeable
1H ENDOR signals, either from coordinated water or from the
amine nitrogens of substrate/inhibitor, could be detected for
E-NO-S/I complexes.17O (I ) 5/2) incorporated in the carboxyl
oxygens ofD,L-alanine used to form theE-NO-I complex gives
an intenseν+ (17O) ENDOR feature from a strongly coupled
17O; at g3 ) 1.99, the signal is particularly well defined, with
A3(17O) ≈ 0.12 MHz (Figure S3). This large17O hyperfine
coupling requires that the carboxylate group of alanine be
coordinated to the iron center.17

E-NO-S/I Coordinated Nitrogens: E-NO-S. The CW
spectra atg3 ) 1.99 from the suite ofE-NO-S 14,15N
isotopologs exhibit theν+, but not the ν-, branches for
coordinated14,15N (Figure 3). To best visualize the effects of
individual isotopic substitutions, (14N) - (15N) difference spectra
were calculated; these are shown directly below the experimental
data in Figure 3. The difference spectra were calculated to
minimize baseline deviations to low- and high-frequency of the

(35) Although there are strongly coupled proton signals in this frequency region,
they are poorly resolved and merely contribute a background signal.

Figure 2. The 35 GHz CW and Davies-pulsed ENDOR of substrate-free
ACCO-NO (E-NO) at g1 ) 4.11. (A) (top) CW spectra forE(14,15N-His)-
NO; (bottom) Davies spectrum forE(15N-His)-NO. (B) Davies spectra for
E-(15NO). Natural abundance spectra are overlayed in gray for comparison.
Inset: 35 GHz Davies-pulsed ENDOR of natural abundance ACCO-NO
at g1 ) 4.11, showing strong overlapping signals from14N and1H.

Figure 3. The 35 GHz CW ENDOR of ACCO-NO + ACC/Ala (E-NO-
S/I) taken atg3 ) 1.99. (A) 15N Ala. (B) 15N-His. (C) 15NO. The natural
abundance spectrum is overlayed as a gray line for comparison, and (14N)
- (15N) difference spectra are displayed below each dataset.
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signals of interest and are, therefore, purely qualitative. Such
(14N) - (15N) difference spectra will show a single negative
feature for each15N and (in principle) two positive features for
the corresponding14N. Theg1 ) 4.23, Davies-pulsed ENDOR
spectra from this suite show bothν+ andν-

14,15N features and
are extraordinarily sharp and richly detailed (Figure 4).

E-NO-S/I Coordinated Nitrogens: E-NO-I( 14,15N-Ala).
Theg3 ) 1.99 35 GHz CW ENDOR spectrum ofE-NO-I (15N-
Ala) (black line in Figure 3A) shows a subtle change from the
natural abundanceE-NO-I spectrum (gray line, Figure 3A)
that is best visualized by examination of the (14N-Ala) - (15N-
Ala) difference spectrum. This displays a pair of positive peaks
from theν+ quadrupole pair of coordinated14N-Ala (centered
at A(14N-Ala)/2 + ν(14N)36 and split by 3P ) 1.2 MHz) and a
single negative feature from15N-Ala (centered atA(15N-Ala)/2
+ ν(15N)). The associated hyperfine couplings are related by
A(15N)/A(14N) ) 1.4 as required. These couplings, along with
those atg3, are summarized in Table 1.

The 35 GHzg1 ) 4.23 Davies-pulsed ENDOR spectrum of
E-NO-I (15N-Ala)17 (Figure 4A) clearly shows the gain of15N
features at∼7 and 13 MHz (black line) and the loss of14N
signals at∼3 and 10 MHz (gray line). The braces above the
spectra show the assignment of the 8 and 13 MHz features as
the ν- andν+ branches of15N from alanine; those below the
spectra show the corresponding assignment of the 3 and 10 MHz
14N features. The values ofA andP are given in Table 1.

E-NO-S/I Coordinated Nitrogens: E(14,15N-His)-NO-S.
Theg3 ) 1.99 CW spectrum ofE(15N-His)-NO-S collected at

g3 (black line, Figure 3B) shows two intenseν+(15N) features
at ∼11 and 12 MHz, as highlighted in the difference spectrum.
The separation of these two peaks is much less than 2ν(15N),
indicating that they arise from two magnetically distinct15N-
His ligands. The appearance of the two new features in the15N-
His spectrum is accompanied by a reduction in intensity of the
14N peaks near 7 and 8 MHz, visualized as positive features in
the (14N) - (15N) difference spectrum; tentative14N assignments
are indicated by the brackets.

The g1 ) 4.23 Davies ENDOR spectrum ofE(15N-His)-
NO-S (Figure 4B) also showsν+(15N) features at∼13 and 15
MHz from the two histidine ligands; correspondingν-(15N)
features at∼8 and 10 MHz are indicated by the brackets.
Although there is a clear loss of14N-His intensity at∼5, 8, and
12 MHz, quadrupole splittings are not clearly resolved; as
indicated by the braces, we estimate 3PA ≈ 1.1 and 3PB ≈ 2.0
MHz. An additional feature atν(15N) ) 3.5 MHz in the15N-
His spectrum can be attributed to unresolved15Nδ of labeled
histidine.

E-NO-S/I Coordinated Nitrogens: E-(14,15NO)-S. Com-
parison of theg3 ) 1.99 CW ENDOR spectra forE-(15NO)-S
andE-NO-S (Figure 3C) shows the loss of a broadν+(14N)
feature at∼10 MHz and the gain of aν+(15N) feature at∼13
MHz. These frequencies giveA3′(15NO) ≈ 16 MHz andA3′-
(14NO) ≈ 12 MHz; the14N quadrupole splitting is unresolved
at this field, but the breadth of the14N feature suggests that
3P3 ≈ 0.9 MHz. We attribute the breadth of the14,15NO feature
to a distribution of geometries from rotation about the Fe-
N(NO) bond.

There is little difference between theg1 ) 4.23 Davies
ENDOR spectra forE-(15NO)-S and that forE-NO-S (black
and gray lines, respectively, in Figure 4C), except for the loss
of 14N intensity at ∼13 MHz. Examination of the15N-His
spectrum (black line in Figure 4B), in which resonances from
14NO are unaffected, suggested the quadrupole partner to this
peak might be at∼11 MHz. Assignment of this14N pair as the
quadrupole splitν+(14NO) doublet predicts the pattern indicated
by the15N upper brackets in Figure 4C, with theν+ resonance
of 15NO at∼17 MHz. This15N feature is not detected in Davies
ENDOR ofE-(15NO)-S, but it is detected in CW mode (inset
to Figure 4C, labeled “CW”). This observation confirms the
assignment and again illustrates the importance of employing
both CW and pulsed ENDOR in the confirmation of frequency
assignments.

E-NO-S,g1 Summary. The resulting assignment of features
in the 14N Davies ENDOR spectrum of natural abundance
E-NO-Satg1 ) 4.23 is summarized in Figure 4D and accounts
for all 16 resonances expected for four14N ligands: eight lines
from two distinct histidines, four from the amine nitrogen of
substrate, and four from the nitrogen of NO. Examination of
Figure 4D shows some intensity anomalies in the Davies
spectrum, particularly in the region around 9-10 MHz. Al-
though the origin of the intensity differences is not clear, this
is the area of greatest spectral congestion. The corresponding
35 GHz CW ENDOR spectrum (Figure 4E), which only includes
contributions fromν+(14N) (above), shows no peaks below∼7
MHz, consistent with the assignments in Figure 4D. Interest-
ingly, the CW spectrum displays an intensity pattern more
consistent with that predicted by the Davies ENDOR than does
the Davies spectrum itself.(36) At this magnetic field,A(14N) ) 3.8 MHz andA(15N) ) 5.4 MHz.

Figure 4. The 35 GHz Davies-pulsed ENDOR of substrate-bound ACCO-
NO (E-NO-S/I) at g1 ) 4.23. In traces A-C, the natural abundance14N
spectrum is shown as a gray line. (A)15N-Ala. (B) 15N-His. (C) 15NO.
Inset: CW detection ofν+(15NO). (D) Summary of assignments for natural
abundance ACCO-NO + ACC atg1 ) 4.23. (E) The 35 GHz CW spectrum
of natural abundanceE-NO-S showing the expected intensity pattern for
ν+(14N).
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Orientation-Selective15N ENDOR. The preceding sections
describe the nitrogen ENDOR atg1 andg3 and deduceA andP
values at these single-crystal-like positions. This information
is summarized in Scheme 1. To obtain more detailed structural
information, CW ENDOR data were collected at fields across
the entire EPR envelope for all of the isotopologs, both with
and without substrate. Analysis of these 2D field-frequency plots
to obtain hyperfine and quadrupole tensors is simplified because
only ν+ resonances are observed in CW mode. Two representa-
tive 2D field-frequency plots, one forE(15N-His)-NO (Figure
5) and one forE(15N-His)-NO-S (Figure 6), are shown. The
remaining datasets [E-(15NO), E-NO-I (15N-Ala), and E-
(15NO)-S] are included as Supporting Information (Figures S6-
S8). The greater rhombicity of theE-NO-S/I EPR signal (E/D
) 0.035) gives greater field dispersion to the ENDOR patterns
and results in sharper ENDOR lines, particularly nearg2

(compare Figures 5 and 6). This affords increased precision in
the geometric parameters derived from simulations, especially
the angleφ which corresponds to the rotation of the hyperfine
tensor frame about theg3 axis. Resultant hyperfine tensors,
obtained as described below, are given in Table 2.

E-NO. The hyperfine tensor for a14,15N of histidine coordi-
nated to Fe is essentially axial, withA| > A⊥ andA| along the
Fe-N bond. The data shown above (Figure 3B) demonstrate
that the A and B histidyl nitrogens are magnetically equivalent
in spectra taken atg3. We take the equivalence of NA and NB

at g3 to indicate thatA(g3) ≈ A⊥ and thatg3 is roughly normal

to the plane defined by the Fe and the two Fe-N (His) bonds;
as a result,A2 will lie in the g1-g2 plane. This was used as the
starting point to simulate the 2D patterns ofν+(15N) features
from histidine; Figure S5 highlights the15N features by
overlaying theE(15N-His)-NO with the natural abundanceE-NO
spectra. The best simulations are shown in Figure 5; the solid
lines drawn through the simulations represent the tensor
components that connectg1 to g2 andg1 to g3 and are included
to guide the reader. The tensor components for15NA and15NB

are essentially the same, with the best interpretation of the angles
being that the two Fe-N bonds (A2) are at roughly right angles
to each other in theg1-g2 plane, with one alongg2 and the
other alongg1.

The remaining ENDOR intensity, below 20 MHz, forE(15N-
His)-NO was attributed above toν+(14N) from coordinated NO.
The 15N pattern fromE-(15NO) is difficult to follow because
its signal is broad and has low-intensity at fields away fromg1

or g3 (Figure S6). However, the14NO signal could be followed
in spectra from E(15N-His)-NO, where signals from the
coordinated histidines are shifted to higher frequency. The best
14NO simulation is also shown in Figure 5 (dotted lines).
Simulation of the15NO data, while incomplete, agrees satis-
factorily with the parameters derived from the fits to14NO listed
in Table 2. Theg andA(NO) tensors are noncoaxial, consistent
with bent coordination of NO; the tilt angle,θ ) 25°, is
equivalent to the anticipated Fe-N-O angle of 155°. The
principal hyperfine direction for the NO nitrogen appears then
to correspond to the N-O bond direction, rather than the Fe-N
bond direction. Overlap and poor resolution precluded an
analogous approach to analysis of the14N-His quadrupole
tensors (Figure S6).

Scheme 1

Figure 5. Field-dependent15N 35 GHz CW ENDOR ofE(15N-His)-NO.
Fields are as indicated on the plot. Representative simulations, summarized
in Table 2, are shown as: gray) 15N-HisA, black) 15N-HisB, black, long
dash) 14NO.

Figure 6. Field-dependent15N 35 GHz CW ENDOR ofE(15N-His)-NO-
S. Fields are as indicated on the plot. Representative simulations, sum-
marized in Table 2, are shown as: gray) 15N-HisA, black ) 15N-HisB.
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E-NO-S/I. Unlike substrate-freeE-NO, the two histidine
nitrogens ofE(15N-His)-NO-Sare magnetically distinct at both
g1 andg3. The best simulation of the 2D pattern for NA (black
line in Figure 6) requires thatA2 and thus the Fe-NB bond lie
alongg2 (Table 2); the parameters for NB differ little from those
for one of the His ligands inE-NO (Figure 5). The15N pattern
for the substrate analogue alanine (Figure S7) is similar, which
suggests that the substrate amine nitrogen binds trans to the
protein-derived histidine ligand, NB.

The value ofν+(15NA) (∼13 MHz atg1, Figure 6) appears to
change little with field. However, this apparent invariance of
ν+(15N) reflects a compensating decrease inνN(15N) and an
increase inA′(15N). When expressed in terms of the intrinsic
hyperfine interaction, there is a small anisotropic term that can
be described by an axial contribution with a unique axis along
g3 (see Figure S4A,B); the hyperfine parameters are listed in
Table 2, and the resulting simulation is illustrated by the gray
line in Figure 6. This indicates that the Fe-NA bond lies along
g3, placing it trans to the nitrogen of NO.

As is the case forE-NO, the field-dependence of the15N
signal from E-(15NO)-S was difficult to follow at fields
betweeng1 andg3, while detailed analysis of the14NO pattern
(Figure S8) was prevented by overlap with the signal from14N
of the substrate ACC. The15NO ENDOR frequencies atg1 and
g3 are well defined and require thatA3 andg3 are not coaxial
(nonzeroθ).

Orientation-Selective17O ENDOR. Water and E-NO: With
decreasing magnetic field, the H2

17O resonance seen in Figure
1 shifts to higher frequency (Figure S2) and eventually
disappears under the ENDOR signals of1H (for g > 3.13),
which are moving to lower field as theg value of observation
increases (field decreases). This indicates thatA1 > 20 MHz
(A′ ) (g1/ge)A1 > 40 MHz). The breadth of the17O feature
also appears to increase at lower fields, which may reflect either
an increasing quadrupole coupling at these orientations or the
presence of more than one distinct17O species. Although it is
not possible to define the field at whichA(17O) maximizes, the
observation thatAmax(17O) does not occur atg3 indicates that
solvent must coordinate in the plane defined by Fe and the two
histidine nitrogens, as described earlier.

Carboxylate 17O of I in E-NO -I: The g3 ) 1.99 17O
resonance fromE-NO-I (17O-Ala), seen atν+ ) 12 MHz of
Figure 1A, increases in frequency toν+ ) 17 MHz at g2,
demonstrating an increase inA′ from A′(g3) ∼ 12 MHz to A′-
(g2) ∼ 26 MHz (Figure S3), which corresponds to intrinsic17O-
Ala couplings ofA(g3) ∼ 12 toA(g2) ∼ 14 MHz. The17O signal
could not be detected at fields belowg2, which could reflect
increased line width due to a large quadrupole coupling or,
alternatively, to an even larger hyperfine coupling atg1, such
that the signal becomes undetectable due to overlap with1H
ENDOR signals. With the expectation that the maximalA value
will be observed in the direction of the Fe-O bond, the former
interpretation suggests that the carboxyl O of ACC lies near
theg2 axis (Amax at g2), while the latter would place the O atom
on theg1 axis. The earlier assessment of the15N-Ala data, which
placed the alanine nitrogen alongg2 and trans to one of the
histidyl nitrogens, supports placement of the O atom from
substrate/inhibitor alongg1.

Discussion

The results presented here combine CW and pulsed ENDOR
techniques in elucidating the composition and structure of the
iron(II) active site of ACCO. While well-resolved pulsed
ENDOR spectra were obtained in most cases for bothE-NO
andE-NO-Sat the low-field (g1) edge of their respective EPR
signals, CW ENDOR was required to obtain reliable data atg3.
Similarly, ν+(15NO) was not easily observed in Davies-pulsed
ENDOR of E-(15NO)-S (Figure 1B), but this feature was
readily detected in CW ENDOR of the same sample. Perhaps
the most illustrative example of the need to use both techniques
is the absence of easily detected exchangeable1H ENDOR
signals inE-NO (Figure 1, inset); only when Re-Mims pulsed
ENDOR was applied were the2H signals from coordinated water
detected. Analysis of these results provides a picture of the iron
active site more detailed than thus far available from other
techniques.

Structure of the Fe(II) Active Site in the Presence and
Absence of Substrate.The ligand orientations derived from
the ENDOR analysis allow us to propose the spatial arrangement
of ligand nuclei at the Fe site in ACCO-NO, both with and
without bound substrate ACC, shown in Figure 7. The substrate-
free,E-NO form, on the left, shows a bent Fe-NO unit, with
the Fe-N bond lying roughly alongg3. There are two
coordinated histidine nitrogens with Fe-N bonds in the plane
normal to the Fe-NO bond and cis to one another (N-Fe-N
angle∼90°), as indicated by 2D data forE(15N-His)-NO (Figure
5); one has Fe-N along theg1 axis, while the other has Fe-N
alongg2. Thus, the ENDOR data (Table 2, Figure 7) strongly
support the inclusion of ACCO in the growing family of
enzymes that bind Fe(II) with a “2-His-1-carboxylate facial
triad.” TheE-NO data show the presence of coordinated solvent.
While the number of coordinated solvents cannot be firmly
established from the ENDOR data, we favor the model in Figure
7, based on the similarity of the tensor angles derived from the
field-dependent data forE-NO andE-NO-S/I.

In E-NO-S, the two histidines retain the cis conformation,
with a N-Fe-N angle of∼90°, but simulations of the data for
E(15N-His)-NO-S (Figure 6, Table 2) suggest that substrate
binding causes reorientation of the [FeNO]7 g tensor relative to
the protein-defined molecular frame. InE-NO, theg1-g2 plane
appears to coincide with the NHis-Fe-NHis plane, but inE-NO-
S, theg2 axis lies along one Fe-NHis bond whileg3 lies along
the other. Since it is expected that theg tensor is defined by
the Fe-NO unit in both forms (alongg3), the placement of15N-
HisB alongg3 places it trans to the NO (both His nitrogens were
cis to the Fe-NO bond inE-NO). This reorientation ofg and
A directions in the substrate-bound form then suggests that the
NO has physically changed position, as depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Cartoon depiction of the ACCO-NO Fe(II) binding site, in the
absence (left) and presence (right) of substrate ACC, based on the ENDOR
results.
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In the absence of substrate, the coordinated NO is free to occupy
any of three available coordination positions; two of these
coordination sites are taken up by substrate, leaving a single
“predetermined” location for the NO and, by analogy, O2.

Mechanistic Implications. A common mechanistic feature
of a number of 2-His-1-carboxylate enzymes is their ability to
bind both substrate and O2 in close proximity, forming a ternary
enzyme-substrate-O2 complex in the committed step to
catalysis.5,21,37 This notion is strongly supported by both
spectroscopic and crystallographic evidence on a number of
enzymes. The data presented here, showing the simultaneous
coordination of two atoms from substrate and one from NO,
demonstrate that ACCO follows this mechanistic paradigm, as
illustrated in Scheme 2. Furthermore, the data presented here
suggest that the orientation of substrate binding is dictated by
the protein, which thus determines the orientation of bound O2.

A longstanding question in the study of the mechanism of
ACCO has been the point in the reaction cycle where ascorbate
contributes electrons. Initially, it was proposed that ascorbate
binds early in the reaction cycle and initiates the reductive
activation of oxygen.38 However, our initial EPR/ENDOR
studies showed that NO and ACC bind simultaneously, while
ascorbate and NO appeared to be mutually exclusive in the
active site.17 This suggests that a complex of reductant and O2

with the Fe(II), as seen in theR-ketoglutarate dioxygenases, is
an unlikely first step in the reaction. Nevertheless, MCD/CD
spectroscopic studies showed that when the activator CO2 is
present, both ACC and ascorbate must bind to the enzyme in
order to convert the Fe(II) site from six- to five-coordinate, in
preparation for binding of O2.24 The current studies clearly show
that NO and Ala (or ACC) bind simultaneously to the iron,
generating a ternary E-NO-S complex that includes a six-
coordinate Fe(II). This makes it unlikely that ascorbate and/or
CO2 bind to the iron in the initial complex of the reaction cycle.
Ascorbate may bind to the enzyme and transfer electrons via
an outer sphere mechanism. However, the essential role of
ascorbate as a reductant early in the reaction is brought into

question by our recent transient kinetic studies showing that
ethylene can be produced in a single turnover of the enzyme
without ascorbate present.15 Stoichiometric concentrations of
ascorbate have been shown to accelerate the reaction signifi-
cantly, albeit without increasing the yield of ethylene at short
times. Ascorbate may therefore serve two roles in the catalytic
cycle, acting first as an effector and second as a reductant. The
effector role might involve binding at a secondary site far from
the active site, accounting for the apparent discrepancy between
the CD/MCD results and our earlier EPR/ENDOR results.

The current results support a model in which ACC and O2

bind simultaneously to the active site and initiate catalysis by
an iron-mediated electron-transfer event. CO2 may bind near
the active site and influence the iron environment and reaction
chemistry, but it is unlikely that it binds to the iron at the start
of the reaction because all of the iron ligation sites are occupied.
Once ACC is oxidized to release ethylene and the electrons from
this process have been used to reduce O2, ascorbate may bind
and complete the reaction by supplying the second pair of
electrons needed to form the 2 equiv of water required by the
reaction stoichiometry. Viewed in this way, the role ofR-keto-
glutarate in the dioxygenase reaction is more directly related to
the role of ACC in the ACCO reaction. In both cases, these
molecules bind first to the enzyme, and their oxidation results
in O-O reduction and possibly bond cleavage. In the dioxy-
genase case, the resulting activated oxygen species can attack
the second substrate to yield hydroxylated product. In the case
of ACCO, reduction of the activated oxygen species by
ascorbate allows the enzyme to recycle without hydroxylation,
as required by the plant host.
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dependent 35 GHz CW ENDOR forE-(14,15NO)-S (Figure S8)
are presented. This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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